
Magical little dolls.
Make cute fi gurines out of 
wooden dolly pegs.

crafting idea
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level of difficultytime required
60 minutes*

More cra�  ideas and additional material 
information can be found on our website.

Pink little doll
69 262 505 Wood craft box basic, wood dolly peg 11 cm 1 piece
55 213 16 Satin ribbon, pinkish 15 cm
38 000 267 All purpose paint, hot-pink 5 ml
55 951 685 Baker’s twine mix, pink/white 3 m
                                              brown/white  4 m

Gray little doll
69 262 505 Wood craft box basic, wood dolly peg 11 cm 1 piece
55 213 22 Satin ribbon 15 cm
38 000 560 All purpose paint, light gray 5 ml
55 951 685 Baker’s twine mix, gray/white 3 m
                                             brown/white  4 m

Additionally you need:
89 378 00 Craft scissors
33 407 00 Craft glue
35 035 576 Multi-Liner
37 055 000 Set of brushes Hobby Kreativ, FSC 100%

Instruction:

Used items:

1 Firstly, paint the upper part with the all-purpose paint in hot-pink 
colour (or light gray) and let it dry out.

2 Then unravel the cut baker's twine intended for the skirt in order to 
get single threads. Spread the threads out in the centre along a length of 
5 cm and glue them onto the satin ribbon with craft glue. Now let the glue 
applied on skirt dry out and stick it firmly all around the doll.

3 Then unravel the brown/white baker's twine. Only the brown yarns must 
be used for the hair by lining them up next to each other and by fixing them 
transversely with the parting. Then glue the hair onto doll’s head and make 
two plaits each tied with a small bow (or glue the lined-up brown yarns 
onto doll’s head to create long-lasting hairdo and decorate it with a small 
hair bow).

4 Finally, draw the eyes with the multi-liner marker.

tip: You can glue a small wooden clothes peg on the rear side and use it to 
attach the little doll to various things as a decoration.

* without drying time


